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Funky and diverse music from Detroit City; A mix of Funk, Pop, Soul, Reggae, Ska, Latin and anything

else with horns that makes you wanna shake your booty. 13 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Funk, POP: with

Live-band Production Details: TrippHorn Solution: Blessed are the FUNKY, for they shake their ASS! The

Solution comes to you in the form of Soul with a capital "S!" It's all about the Soul, all about the Burnin'

Brass and all about the Rhythm. The band comes from Detroit City, the free-world capital of soul music.

Founders, Detroit natives and Funk Afficionados, Bassist Sen Harris and Percussionist Jason Cassell,

wanted to capitalize on the timeless nature of R&B, Soul, Funk, World music and other pop genrs to

flavor the most dynamic and diversified Contemporary Pop  Dance ensemble of all time! The result is the

Solution,... TrippHorn Solution. The lineup of the band was carefully hand picked over a period of four

years to make sure they had the best players for the job; players they could count on to be clean,

professional, soulful and TIGHT! There are no slackers here. This collection of some of Detroit's finest

horn and rhythm players is here to deliver the business end of Contemporary Funk. The chemistry

between these extremely talented musicians is infectious, and the rhythms are so hot that you've got to

move! Whether it be flavored with Funk, Calypso, Ska, Jump Blues, Disco, Jazz, Reggae or Mambo, if it's

in you, it's got to come out. With the Solution at the wheel, it most certainly WILL come out! TrippHorn

Solution is the one to watch. A term coined to describe how this music works is "Antifunkiotics." A sort of

remedy for the bad stuff; the bad karma we all hate that always seems to build up until you need a

booster to cure your ailing soul. These musical mavericks deliver a heavy dose of antifunkiotics to get you

over that hump. A release of high energy music that keeps the audience smiling and moving all night

long. This is the kind of music that makes you love to sweat. The kind of music that grabs you and makes

you keep moving and feel that burn until you collapse in to some beautiful person's arms. No alternative,
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metal or contrived boy band can make that happen. It's got to be sweet soul music! With years of intense

scholarly and on-the-job musical study, and collective stage experience in excess of four decades,

TrippHorn Solution delivers the goods, EVERY TIME. They feature nationally recognized faces and

former members of acts with major label backing. But above everything else, the members of TrippHorn

Solution are the Ambassadors of Soul, and the Disciples of Funk. It's time for the Solution.
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